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Abstract—We study the case of the three-user broadcast era-
sure channel, with multiple unicast traffic, where feedback from
the users is fed back to the transmitter in the form of ACK/NACK
messages. The capacity region of this system has been recently
derived and two capacity achieving algorithms, employing inter-
session linear network coding, have been proposed in [1], [2].
Since these algorithms suffer from large computational complex-
ity and decoding delay, our aim in this paper is to design coding
algorithms with reduced computational complexity and low
decoding delay that achieve comparable throughput to the former
algorithms. We exclusively consider algorithms that require no
knowledge of channel statistics, perform only XOR operations
between the packets and allow for instantaneous decoding by
any receiver that successfully receives a packet. We present
two algorithms with the above properties: the first one, named
XOR1, operates on a specially constructed network of virtual
queues and is seen via simulations to perform adequately with
respect to a tight capacity outer bound. The second algorithm,
named XOR2, is an enhanced version of XOR1 that operates
on the same virtual network and achieves higher throughput
through more intelligent packet combining. Furthermore, we
show that XOR2 achieves capacity under a general condition,
which is satisfied in the following settings: 1) spatially iid erasure
channels with arbitrary values of erasure probability, and 2)
spatially independent erasure channels where the maximum
erasure probability does not exceed 8/9.

I. INTRODUCTION

The broadcast erasure channel (BEC) is commonly used as
an abstraction for wireless networks since it captures the two
main characteristics of the wireless medium: 1) its inherently
broadcast nature, and 2) its potential for packet losses (due to
interference, fading, congestion, packet collision etc), which
can be perceived as “erasures” by higher layers. For this
reason, the channel has been studied under various assump-
tions and traffic scenarios (mostly, of multicast and broadcast
type) and, although its capacity region remains unknown in
the general case, several important special cases have been
successfully solved. Specifically, it has been established that
the BEC network capacity region for multicast traffic is achiev-
able through linear coding at intermediate nodes [3], while a
similar conclusion has recently been reached, concurrently in
[1], [2], for the case of single-hop networks with multiple

§ This work is supported by the European Commission through the FP7
project STAMINA 265496.

unicast traffic (which is traditionally the “difficult” regime of
network coding).

The throughput-optimal coding schemes in [1], [2] exploit
causal feedback to transmit specially constructed linear combi-
nations of packets. As a result, these schemes suffer from high
complexity and decoding delay since they rely on operations
in a sufficiently large sized finite field (which is required
by the users so that they receive innovative information with
high probability) and, additionally, each destination must first
receive a sufficient number of packets before it can decode
a single packet. This delay may be unacceptable in certain
applications such as live video streaming. Hence, there exists
a definite need for an efficient algorithm that achieves the
capacity of the BEC channel with multiple unicast traffic and
uses simple packet operations (such as binary XORs) that lead
to low decoding delay. This forms the topic of the current
paper, which can be regarded as the “low complexity/delay”
alternative to the algorithms in [2]. Although XOR-based
opportunistic network coding schemes for unicast traffic have
also been presented in [4] (as a sublayer between the IP and
MAC layer of 802.11) and [5] and evaluated for realistic
non-erasure networks, no explicit performance guarantees are
provided. Additionally, a low complexity/delay XOR-based
algorithm (similar in concept to [5]) has been presented in
[6] for the 2-user unicast BEC; however, an extension of this
work to N > 2 is not at all straightforward.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• we propose two online algorithms, named XOR1 and
XOR2, for the 3 user BEC channel with multiple unicast
traffic that are specially geared towards low (computa-
tional) complexity and delay. The former is achieved by
using XOR operations only, while the latter follows from
the algorithm’s structure and the special virtual queues
that are constructed. In fact, both algorithms allow for
instantaneous packet decoding upon successful reception
(i.e. a packet is decoded as soon as it is received).

• we prove that XOR2 is throughput optimal (i.e. achieves
capacity) in the following settings: 1) iid erasure channels
and 2) independent (but not identical) channels with a
maximum erasure probability up to 8/9, provided that
a general condition, called DQEF (Double-Destination
Queues Empty First), is satisfied.
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• finally, we evaluate, via simulations, the performance of
both algorithms under a multitude of different erasure
profiles (including correlated erasure channels) and show
that XOR2, in particular, performs so close to the capacity
bound that it can be considered to achieve capacity for
most practical purposes.

A theoretical analysis of the decoding delay for unicast traffic
is expected to be more complex than for the broadcast case
and lies outside this paper’s scope. Hence, we make no claims
regarding the delay optimality of the proposed algorithms. It
should also be mentioned that both algorithms require per slot
ACK/NACK but no knowledge of channel statistics.

The complexity-delay-throughput tradeoff for the N -user
BEC channel has been investigated in many works (albeit
for broadcast traffic), where the notion of delay is usually
defined as: “a user experiences a delay of one slot if it
receives a packet that is not innovative or a packet that it
cannot decode. The total delay for a user is the cumulative
delay experienced over all time slots”. Under this definition,
[5] presented a simple online XOR-based scheme for 2 users
that is throughput optimal and has zero delay (for both users)
for arbitrary channel statistics, while [7] proposed an offline
algorithm with the same properties for 3 users. For N > 3, no
zero delay algorithm exists so that the focus is shifted towards
minimizing the (worst case or median) decoding delay. To
this end, online heuristics are presented in [7], [8] (the latter
also proves the NP-hardness of minimizing the average delay)
while [9] described a more systematic way of choosing which
packets to combine that requires the solution of a set packing
problem (again, NP-hard) in each slot. A stochastic shortest
path formulation of the same problem is also provided in [10].

Especially for the 3-user BEC, [11] considered the case of
stochastic packet arrivals and proposed an online throughput
optimal algorithm that is conjectured to have asymptotically
optimal delay (as the traffic load goes to 1), in the sense
that the delay of the 3-user BEC scales in exactly the same
manner as for the single user BEC. This claim is supported by
simulation results only. All of the previous works have focused
on what is referred to as “strictly instantaneous decoding”,
which requires each transmitted packet to be selected such that
it can be instantly decoded by all users (provided they receive
it, of course). The work in [12] shows that this requirement
may be too restrictive and it is possible, by relaxing the
condition of instant decodability for all users at the transmitter,
to design coding schemes that actually have lower delay.
However, the price to pay is that an NP-hard maximum weight
clique problem must be solved in each slot.

The above works are complementary to our work, since
they consider broadcast traffic whereas we exclusively study
unicast traffic. Additionally, although we consider an instant
decodability constraint in our model, we do not examine the
problem of directly minimizing decoding delay, since the latter
notion is more difficult to handle for unicast traffic compared
to broadcast. Finally, the proposed algorithms do not require
the solution of complex optimization problems but, instead,
move packets among queues in a virtual network depending

on received feedback.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the system model is specified and some notation is introduced.
In Section III, the two algorithms are described and the
theoretical results are presented. Section IV studies overhead
issues and Section V presents numerical results for the two
algorithms. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. Due to
space restrictions, some proofs and intermediate results are
omitted and presented in [13] instead.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

We consider a time-slotted system. The time unit is consid-
ered to be the time for transmission of a single bit. Packets
of length L bits are transmitted during each slot, therefore the
length of the slot is L time units. Time slot [(l − 1)L, lL],
l = 1, 2, ... is referred to as slot l.

The communication system consists of a single transmitter
T and a set {U1, U2, U3} of three receivers . Each transmission
can be received by any of the receivers (i.e., the transmission
is broadcasted) without error, or may be erased by a subset
of these receivers. After a packet transmission each receiver
Ui, i ∈ N = {1, 2, 3}, informs through a feedback channel
the transmitter whether a packet erasure occurred at Ui. This
feedback is not available to the other users.

We assume that the erasure events are independent and
identically distributed across time, and arbitrarily correlated
at a given time. We denote by εS , S ∈ N , the probability
that a transmitted packet is erased at all receivers in the
set {Ui, i ∈ S} . For simplicity, in some places we abuse
somewhat the notation and write εi, εij instead of ε{i}, ε{i,j}.

At the transmitter there are packet sets Ki, i = 1, 2, 3. The
packets in set Ki must be delivered to Ui. We denote Ki =
|Ki| , where |K| is the number of elements of set K.

Let Π be the set of permutations on N , i.e. π(i) : N → N ,
and define Sπ(i) = {π(1), .., π(i)} . It has been shown in [1],
[2] that the capacity outer bound of the communication system
under consideration is described by the following Lemma.

Theorem 1. An outer bound to the 3-user capacity region is

Cout =

{
R ≥ 0 : max

π∈Π

[
3∑
i=1

Rπ(i)

1− εSπ(i)

]
≤ L

}
where R = {R1, R2, R3} denotes the vector of transmission
rates to the three receivers.

III. NETWORK CODING ALGORITHMS

We provide next some terminology and an outline of the
main design ideas of the algorithms to be presented.

Packets in the sets Ki, i ∈ N are called “native”. According
to the algorithms to be described below, all transmitted packets
are either native, or XOR combinations of native packets. To
shorten the description, in the following, we say that a packet p
is an XOR combination of native packets even when p consists
of a single native packet. Receiver Ui is called a listener of a
packet p if p is an XOR combination of packets that Ui has
correctly received. We also say that Ui is a destination of a
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packet p if either p ∈ Ki and has not been received yet by
(i.e., is unknown to) Ui, or if p is an XOR combination of the
form p = q ⊕ c where q ∈ Ki is unknown to Ui, and Ui is
a listener of c. As will be seen, transmitted packets may have
several receivers as destinations or listeners.

The main features of the algorithms to be presented are the
following.

Basic Algorithmic Features
1) Any transmitted packet is an XOR combination of native

packets.
2) If the XOR combination of a transmitted packet p

contains a packet q ∈ Ki, which is unknown to Ui,
then Ui is a destination for p. Hence, since according to
the definition of “destination” it holds either p = q or
p = q ⊕ c, Ui can immediately decode q.

During the algorithms’ operation, packets may be placed in
various virtual queues, based on the received feedback. A
general queue is characterized by two index sets L,D ⊂ N ,
L ∩ D = ∅, and is denoted by QLD. For simplicity, we will
denote queue Q{k}{i,j} by Qkij , and queue Q∅{i} by Qi. At the
beginning of the algorithms, all packets in Ki, i ∈ N , are
placed in queue Qi and the rest of the queues are empty. The
algorithms’ operation ensures that the following property holds
for any packet pLD ∈ QLD:

Property of packets pLD ∈ QLD: Any Ui, i ∈ D, is a
destination for pLD and any Ui, i ∈ L, is a listener for pLD.

We classify queues into levels. Level w ∈ {1, 2, 3} contains
all queues QLD for which the cardinality of the set L∪D is w.
We further distinguish level 3 queues into single-destination
queues, which are of the form Qjki , and double-destination
queues, which are of the form Qkij .

In general, the algorithms transmit XOR combinations of
packets, at most one from each of the queues QLD. While the
specific choice of packets depends on the received feedback
and the specific algorithm, the following rule always holds.

Basic Coding Rule
A set P of m = |P| packets, at most one from each of the

virtual queues, can be combined (by XORing) into a single
coded packet if P =

{
pL1

D1
, . . . , pLmDm

}
, where Dn ⊆ Lr, for

all r 6= n n, r ∈ {1, ...,m}. In other words, the destination set
of each packet is a subset of the others packets’ listener sets.

Note that the Basic Coding Rule implies that Dn∩Dr = ∅,
for all r 6= n, n, r ∈ {1, ...,m}. Indeed, if i ∈ Dn then
since by the Basic Coding Rule i ∈ Lr, and by definition
Dr ∩ Lr = ∅, if follows that i /∈ Dr.

Based on the description above, we have the following
important property.

Lemma 2. Assume that Algorithmic Features [1, 2] are
satisfied at the beginning of slot t. Then, if a transmitted
packet is composed using the Basic Coding Rule, Algorithmic
Features [1, 2] are also satisfied at slot t+1.

Proof: Let

p =

m⊕
l=1

pLlDl .
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Figure 1. The group of virtual queues used by both algorithms.

Then, any receiver Ui with i ∈ ∪ml=1Dl is a destination of
packet p. Indeed, if i ∈ Dn, then by the definition of QLnDn ,
packet pLnDn has Ui as destination, i.e., pLnDn = pi ⊕ c, where
pi ∈ Ki is unknown to Ui and Ui is a listener of packet c.
Also, since Dn ⊆ Lr, for all r 6= n, with n, r ∈ {1, ...,m},
Ui is a listener of all packets pLrDr , r 6= n. Hence p = pi ⊕ c′
where c′ = c⊕mr=1,r 6=n p

Lr
Dr has Ui as listener.

According to the discussion above, if p = ⊕ml=1p
Ll
Dl is

transmitted, then any receiver Ui with i ∈ ∪ml=1Dl can
correctly decode the native packet that is contained in the XOR
combination and is unknown to Ui. Hence, a single trans-
mission may potentially result in multiple receivers correctly
decoding their packets. This is the main source of efficiency
of the proposed coding schemes. Figure 1 shows all virtual
queues which participate in the algorihms’ execution.

In general, at any given time there will be several possibil-
ities for combining packets from virtual queues according to
the Basic Coding Rule. For example, Q1

2 can be combined with
either Q2

1 or Q23
1 , with similar choices being available for the

other queues. We will next present algorithms XOR1, XOR2
that make specific choices on which queues are combined
(and in which order) according to the Basic Coding Rule and
analyze their performance. Both algorithms allow for certain
packet transitions among the virtual queues of Figure 1 and
can be regarded, in a sense, as the low complexity counterparts
of algorithms CODE1, CODE2 proposed in [2]. The main
difference is that XOR1, XOR2 are only allowed to use XOR
operations which are performed in a manner that makes
instantaneous decoding feasible. Although this complicates the
queue structure and algorithm analysis compared to [2], it has
the desirable properties of simple and instantaneous decoding
at the receivers, which reduces the total delay. In addition, the
algorithms have small overhead requirements and, though they
cannot match the performance of CODE1, CODE2 in terms of
achieving capacity for a broad class of erasure profiles, they
perform very well in practice.

The crux of both algorithms lies in the exact ways in
which the virtual queues are combined and packets are moved
among them (at the transmitter side) depending on feedback.
Of course, in order for the algorithm to operate correctly, suffi-
cient information should be contained in the packet headers so
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that the receivers can decode correctly. We will postpone the
discussion on the content of this information and the related
overhead until Section IV.

A. Algorithm XOR1

1) Description: In the description of the two algorithms we
will specify how packets move among virtual queues at the
transmitter. As mentioned in the previous Section, all native
packets are initially placed in queues Qi, i = 1, 2, 3. The
algorithm operates in phases as follows:

a) Phase 1: Phase 1 consists of subphases 1. {i} , i =
1, 2, 3, during which packets from Qi, i = 1, 2, 3 are trans-
mitted respectively.

We describe next the operations during subphase 1. {i} . Let
packet p ∈ Qi be transmitted in a slot. If the packet is erased
by all receivers, it is retransmitted. If the packet is seen by
Ui, it is removed from Qi. Otherwise, (i.e. if the packet is
erased by Ui), denote with L ⊆ N − {i} the set of users
that receive the packet. The packet is then removed from the
current queue Qi and added to queue QLi (possible choices
are: Qji , Q

k
i , Qjki ). This process is repeated until queue Qi

becomes empty.
b) Phase 2: In this phase, XOR combinations of packets

from level 2 queues Qji , i, j ∈ N are transmitted. Applying
the Basic Coding Rule to this case, each transmitted packet p
should either be of the form p = pji ⊕ pij , where pji ∈ Q

j
i and

pij ∈ Qij , or p should belong to one of the queues Qji , i, j ∈ N .
This phase consists of 3 subphases, named 2. {12}, 2. {13},
2. {23}. We describe subphase 2. {ij}. As long as both queues
Qji , Q

i
j are nonempty, XOR combinations of packets from Qji ,

Qij are transmitted, i.e. p = pji ⊕pij , and the following actions
are taken based on the feedback received from the receivers.

1) If packet p is erased at all receivers, it is retransmitted.
2) If receiver Ui (resp. Uj) receives p, that receiver can

decode its intended packet and hence packet pji (pij) is
removed (dequeued) from Qji (Qij).

3) If p is erased by both Ui, Uj and Uk receives p, both
packets pji , p

i
j are removed from the corresponding

queues and p is added to queue Qkij . This is consistent
with the queue notation, since both Ui, Uj are now
destinations for p and Uk is listener of p.

4) If Uk and only one of Ui, Uj receives the packet (say
p is erased by Uj and received by Ui), then packet
pij is removed from Qij and p is added to queue Qikj
(according to step 2 packet pji is also removed from
Qji ). This is also consistent with the queue notation since
both k, i received p and hence they are listeners of this
packet, and j is a destination for p since p = pji ⊕ pij .
We summarize all these actions in Table I, where R/E
denotes a reception/erasure, respectively.

If one queue of Qij , Q
j
i is or becomes empty, uncoded

packets from the surviving queue are transmitted until this
queue also empties. We describe the actions in this case.
Suppose Qji is the surviving queue and packet pji is transmitted

Table I
ACTIONS DURING SUBPHASE 2. {ij}.

Ui Uj Uk action
R R R dequeue pji , pij , both Ui, Uj decode

R R E dequeue pji , pij , both Ui, Uj decode
R E R dequeue pji , pij , move p to Qik

j , only Ui decodes
R E E dequeue only pji , only Ui decodes
E R R dequeue pji , pij , move p to Qjk

i , only Uj decodes
E R E dequeue only pij , only Uj decodes

E E R dequeuepji , pij , move p to Qk
ij , no decoding

E E E retransmit

1) If pji is erased at both i, k it is retransmitted.
2) If pji is received by Ui, it is removed from Qji .
3) If pji is erased at Ui and received by Uk then pji is

removed from Qji and placed in Qjki , which is again
consistent with the queue notation.

c) Phase 3: At the beginning of phase 3, only level 3
queues, i.e. queues of the form Qkij and Qjki , may contain
packets. According to the Basic Coding Rule, transmitted
packets should have the form p = piik, p = piki , p = pjki ⊕pijk,
p = pjki ⊕ pikj , p = p23

1 ⊕ p13
2 ⊕ p12

3 .
During phase 3, XOR combinations containing at least one

packet from queues Qijk are transmitted. This phase consists
of 3 subphases, denoted by 3.{i}, i = 1, 2, 3. During subphase
3.{i} XOR combinations of packets from queues Qijk, Q

jk
i are

processed as follows. As long as both queues Qijk, Q
jk
i are

nonempty, XOR combinations of packets p = pjki ⊕ pijk are
transmitted and the following actions are taken based on the
feedback received from the receivers.

1) If no one receives the packet, it is retransmitted
2) If Ui receives p, then pjki is removed from Qjki and

decoded.
3) If both Uj , Uk receive p, then pijk is removed from Qijk.

In this case, both destinations of pijk can recover their
corresponding unknown packet contained in pijk.

4) If only one, say Uj , of Uj , Uk receives p, then pijk is
removed from Qijk and placed in Qijk . This is consistent
with the Basic Coding Rule for the following reason. By
definition, pijk has Uk as destination and Ui as listener.
In addition, since Uj received p = pjki ⊕ pijk and Uj
is a listener of pjki , it can decode pijk and hence, upon
reception of p, Uj becomes a listener of pijk.

The actions taken during subphase 3. {i} as long as both
queues Qijk, Q

jk
i are nonempty are summarized in Table II.

Subphase 3. {i} ends when Qijk becomes empty. If during
this subphase Qjki empties first, then packets pijk from Qijk
are transmittted and the following actions are taken based on
the feedback received from the receivers.

1) If none of Uj , Uk receives pijk, it is retransmitted.
2) If both Uj , Uk, receive pijk, the packet is removed

from Qijk and both destinations of pijk can recover the
corresponding unknown packet contained in pijk.
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Table II
ACTIONS DURING SUBPHASE 3. {i}

Ui Uj Uk action
R R R dequeue pjki , pijk; all 3 users decode

R R E dequeue pjki , pijk , move pijk to Qij
k ; Ui, Uj decode

R E R dequeue pjki , pijk , move pijk to Qik
j ; Ui, Uk decode

R E E dequeue pjki ; Ui decodes
E R R dequeue pijk ; Uj , Uk decode

E R E dequeue pijk , move pijk to Qij
k ; Uj decodes

E E R dequeue pijk , move pijk to Qik
j ; Uk decodes

E E E retransmit

3) If only one of Uj , Uk (say Uj) receives pijk, then the
packet is removed from Qkjk and is placed in Qijk . It
can again be seen that this action is consistent with the
Basic Coding Rule.

d) Phase 4: At the end of phase 3, only the three single-
destination queues Qjki may contain packets. In this phase, as
long as all three queues are nonempty, packets of the form
p = p23

1 ⊕ p13
2 ⊕ p12

3 are sent and the following actions are
taken based on the feedback received from the receivers.

1) If p is erased at all receivers, it is retransmitted
2) If p is received by Ui, then pjki is removed from Qjki

If one of the queues (say Qijk ) empties first while the other two
queues (say Qjki , Q

ik
j ) are nonempty, then packets of the form

p = pjki ⊕pikj are sent and the same rules as before are applied
with an important addition: if p is only received by Uk, it is
retransmitted. If, during this second stage, another queue (say
Qikj ) becomes empty, the transmitter starts sending packets
p = pjki from the remaining queue until they are received by
Ui. Phase 4 ends when all single-destination level 3 queues
are empty, at which point all queues are empty and XOR1
terminates.

2) Performance analysis: The determination of the
throughput region of XOR1 is omitted due to lack of space
and can be found in [13]. Through numerical evaluations it
is observed that, on the average, XOR1 performs very well
in respect to the capacity outer bound. However, in a few
cases, the deviation from the capacity bound may exceed 30%.
In section III-B, we present an algorithm, named XOR2, that
improves performance in these cases. We theoretically prove
that this algorithm achieves the capacity outer bound for the
cases of i) i.i.d. channels and ii) independent channels for
maxi εi < 8/9, at the cost of slightly increased complexity
compared to XOR1.

B. Algorithm XOR2

Although algorithm XOR2 operates on the same virtual
network of Figure 1 as XOR1, it differs from XOR1 in two
distinct points:
• in phase 2, each of the subphases 2. {ij} now ends

immediately when at least one of the level 2 queues
Qij , Q

j
i empties, i.e. there is no second part for any

subphase as in XOR1. The packets of the surviving queues

from phase 2 are combined with packets of level 3 single-
destination queues at a subsequent phase.

• the subphases in phase 3 are now performed iteratively,
possibly over non-contiguous slots, rather than being
executed once. However, we still use the order 3. {1} →
3. {2} → 3. {3} for performing the iterations.

The above modifications are motivated by the CODE2 algo-
rithm of [2] and aim in achieving higher throughput via more
“intelligent” queue combinations. XOR2 consists of 5 phases,
each of which is described in detail below (phase 1 is identical
to that of algorithm XOR1 and is not repeated).

1) Description:
a) Phase 2: This phase is similar to that of XOR1 and

is also performed in 3 subphases, named 2. {12}, 2. {13},
2. {23}, with the difference that subphase 2. {ij} ends when at
least one of Qji , Q

i
j empties. The actions taken when feedback

is acquired from the receivers are still described by Table I.
At the end of this phase, at least 3 queues of the form Qji
have emptied.

b) Phase 3: This phase is similar to phase 3 of XOR1
and also consists of 3 subphases, denoted by 3.{i}, i = 1, 2, 3.
During subphase 3. {i}, XOR combinations of packets p =
pjki ⊕pijk are transmitted as long as both queues Qijk, Q

jk
i are

nonempty, and the actions described in Table II are performed.
Subphase 3. {i} ends when Qijk becomes empty, with the
following important modification over XOR1. Recall that if,
during this subphase, queue Qjki empties first, XOR1 keeps
transmitting packets from Qijk. However, if the same event
occurs under XOR2, phase 3. {i} temporarily pauses and the
next subphase in the order 3. {1} → 3. {2} → 3. {3} begins.
This happens because, as can be seen in Table II, packets may
be moved to queues Qikj , Q

ij
k during subphase 3. {i}.

Therefore, even if a single-destination level 3 queue (say,
Qjki ) becomes empty, it is advantageous to switch to a different
subphase hoping that some new packets may be added to Qjki
so that subphase 3. {i} can resume. Therefore, after processing
each pair of single/double-destination level 3 queues, subphase
3. {i} will continue if both Qijk, Q

jk
i are nonempty. This

iterative procedure is performed until all 3 pairs contain at
least one empty queue (this implies that subphase 3. {i} may
be executed in non-contiguous slots). At this point, if Qijk has
survived, the transmitter starts sending packets pijk from Qijk
and the same actions as in the second part of phase 3. {i} of
XOR1 are performed.

c) Phase 4: In this phase, XOR combinations of packets
in the remaining level 2 queues and in single-destination level
3 queues are transmitted. Applying the Basic Coding Rule,
transmitted packets can be of the form p = pji ⊕ pikj , p = pji ,
p = pikj ,p = pikj ⊕ pjki p = p23

1 ⊕ p13
2 ⊕ p12

3 . This phase
consists of 3 subphases, named 4. {12}, 4. {13}, 4. {23}. We
describe subphase 4. {ij}. As long as both queues Qji , Q

ik
j

are nonempty, XOR combinations of packets from Qji , Q
ik
j

are transmitted, i.e. p = pji ⊕ pikj , and the following actions
are taken based on received feedback.

1) If packet p is erased at all receivers, it is retransmitted.
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2) If Ui receives p, then pji is removed from Qji .
3) If Uj receives p, then pikj is removed from Qikj .
4) If only Uk receives p, then pji is removed from Qji and

moved to Qjki , as pji can be recovered by Uk, which is
consistent with the queue notation.

5) If Ui and Uk receive p, then pji is removed from Qji .
6) If Uj and Uk receive p, then pikj is removed from Qikj , pji

is removed from Qji and moved to Qjki , which is again
consistent with the queue notation.

The actions taken during subphase 4. {ij} as long as both
queues Qji , Q

ik
j are nonempty are summarized in Table III.

Table III
ACTIONS DURING SUBPHASE 4. {ij}

Ui Uj Uk action
R R R dequeue pji , p

ik
j ; Ui, Uj decode

R R E dequeue pji , p
ik
j ; Ui, Uj decode

R E R dequeue pji ; Ui decodes
R E E dequeue pji ; Ui decodes
E R R dequeue pji , p

ik
j , move pji to Qjk

i ; Uj decodes
E R E dequeue pikj ; Uj decodes

E E R dequeue pji , move pji to Qjk
i

E E E retransmit

Subphase 4. {ij} ends when Qji becomes empty. If during
this subphase Qikj empties first, then packets pji from Qji
are transmittted and the actions taken based on the feedback
received from the receivers are the same as in the second part
of subphase 2. {ij} of XOR1, described in Section III-A1b.

d) Phase 5: This phase is exactly the same as Phase 4
of XOR1.

2) Performance analysis: The algorithm analysis consists
of specifying the throughput region achieved by XOR2. Due
to space restrictions it is presented in details in [13], while
the main results of this analysis are presented below. The
following definition simplifies the analysis and is necessary
for Lemmas 4 and 6.

Definition 3. Node a dominates node b, written as a � b, iff
at the end of subphase 2. {ab} queue Qab empties.

Note that this order depends implicitly on the number
of packets that each user must receive (equivalently, on the
achieved rates). It is shown in [13] that a � b and b � c
imply a � c. Hence we have a "preorder relation". Assume
now without loss of generality that a � b. We have two cases.

• c � b. Then, by definition 3, there are no packets destined
for receiver b in level 2 queues.

• b � c. Then, according to the preorder relation, we must
have a � c and conclude again that there are no packets
destined for receiver c in level 2 queues.

Thus, it is certain that at the end of phase 2, there will be at
least one user with no packets destined for it in level 2 queues.
As can be seen, it is always possible to find a, b, c ∈ {1, 2, 3}
such that it holds a � b � c.

Lemma 4. Consider the order a � b � c. If, un-
der the application of XOR2, the queues Qabc, Q

b
ac become

empty at the end of the first part of phase 3 (we refer
to this condition as DQEF - Double-destination Queues
Empty First), i.e. when we have finished processing the pairs
(Q1

23, Q
23
1 ), (Q2

13, Q
13
2 ), (Q3

12, Q
12
3 ), then XOR2 achieves all

rates that induce this order.

Proof: [outline] The proof of Lemma 4 consists of
computing the number of slots for all phases, for a certain
order a � b � c and under the assumption that queues
Qabc, Q

b
ac become empty at the end of the first part of phase

3. Without loss of generality we assume (a, b, c) = (3, 2, 1),
so the order 3 � 2 � 1 holds, which means that at the end
of Phase 2 queues Q2

1, Q
3
1 and Q3

2 are empty. We also assume
that the respective queues Q3

12, Q
2
13 become empty at phase

3. Therefore, the remaining level 2 queues are Q1
2, Q

1
3 and Q2

3

and the remaining level 3 queues are Q13
2 , Q12

3 and either Q23
1

or Q1
23. Denoting with T ∗ the expectation of the total number

of slots for Phases 1 to 5 we find [13]

T ∗ = max
{

K1

1−ε1 + K2

1−ε123 + K1

1−ε13 ,
K1

1−ε123 + K2

1−ε2 + K3

1−ε23 ,

K1

1−ε123 + K2

1−ε23 + K3

1−ε3

}
,

(1)
so that, for the order relation 3 � 2 � 1, the achievable region
of XOR2 is{

R : max
{

R1

1−ε1 + R2

1−ε123 + R3

1−ε13 ,
R1

1−ε123 + R2

1−ε2 + R3

1−ε23 ,

R1

1−ε123 + R2

1−ε23 + R3

1−ε3

}
≤ 1

}
,

(2)
which coincides with the set of all rate vectors in Cout (i.e.
the capacity outer bound of Theorem 1) that also satisfy the
specific order relation.

The derivation of (1) explicitly uses the law of large
numbers (as miniKi → ∞) to replace all random variables
(e.g. the number of slots required until the proposed algorithms
terminate) with their expectations. A consequence of Lemma
4 is the following optimality condition.

Corollary 5. If condition DQEF of Lemma 4 is satisfied for
all R ≥ 0, algorithm XOR2 achieves capacity.

3) Channels for which XOR2 achieves capacity: Notice
that the optimality of XOR2 in the above Corollary depends
upon compliance to condition DQEF. Since this condition also
depends on the channel statistics, it is important to examine
whether there exist channel erasure profiles that satisfy DQEF
for all R ≥ 0. Based on the algorithm’s analysis presented in
[13] the following result is derived, which presents two such
common erasure profiles:

Lemma 6. Condition DQEF of Lemma 4 is satisfied for all
R ≥ 0 (hence, XOR2 achieves capacity) in the following
settings:
• iid channels, for all 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.
• spatially independent, but not identical channels, for

which it holds max(ε1, ε2, ε3) < 8/9.
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In addition to the above theoretical result, numerical results
presented in Section V indicate that XOR2 performs optimally
in the vast majority of cases for general channel statistics.

IV. OVERHEAD ANALYSIS

It is important to deal with overhead issues at this point.
From the algorithms’ construction, it follows that the receivers
must always know exactly which native packets are included
in each transmitted packet. With this information, according
to Algorithmic Feature 2, a destination is able to immediately
decode the native packet destined for it. To accomplish this,
every native packet is equipped with a Packet ID, which
consists of the packet’s destination and a sequence number
(according to the storing sequence in the initial queue Qi,
containing all packets with destination Ui, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, at
the transmitter). Every time two or more packets are XOR-
combined, the new packet keeps in its header all Packet IDs
of the native packets comprising it. The packet’s destination
needs 2 bits to be declared, while the sequence number needs
log2Ki bits for the packets of user i. The maximum number of
native packets that can be combined with these algorithms is
6, so the overhead is 6 (2 + log2Ki). For Ki = 106 and packet
length L = 12000 the overhead is approximately 1.1%.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Although the theoretical results in Section III-B2 show
the optimality of XOR2 under certain channel statistics, it
is interesting to examine the performance of XOR1, XOR2
in more general settings than those considered in Lemma
6. Specifically, we will provide numerical answers to the
following questions: how well does XOR2 perform for cor-
related channels or for independent channels when the erasure
probabilities are higher than 8/9 (notice that the latter case is
mainly of theoretical interest since a channel with such erasure
probabilities would be practically useless)? Additionally, what
is the margin of improvement over XOR1 when using XOR2?

To simplify the evaluation process, we compare the number
of slots required by each algorithm (which we denote with
T ∗1 , T ∗2 for XOR1, XOR2, respectively) with the optimal
number of slots T ∗OPT . This parameter is calculated from
Theorem 1 by substituting Kπ(i) for Rπ(i), that is T ∗OPT =

maxπ∈Π

[∑3
i=1

Kπ(i)

1−ε{π(1),...,π(i)}

]
. As previously mentioned,

T ∗1 , T ∗2 , T ∗OPT express mean values, since we assume Ki

to be sufficiently large to invoke the law of large numbers.
We define the relative deviation of XOR1 from optimality
as e = (T ∗1 − T ∗OPT )/T ∗OPT (with a similar expression for
XOR2). Parameters T ∗1 , T

∗
2 depend on the ratios between the

number of packets K1,K2,K3 for each user as well as on the
channel statistics, which are described in the most general case
from the tuple (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε12, ε13, ε23, ε123). Thus, we compute
the deviation for a large number of different K1 : K2 : K3

ratios, performing a sweep over all valid erasure tuples, and
find its average and maximum value. For the general case
of correlated channels, the results are summarized in Table
IV, which indicates that, although both algorithms perform
very well on the average, XOR2 has a significant worst case

performance benefit over XOR1. Furthermore, XOR2 performs
optimally in 95.8% of all simulated cases, with a maximum
deviation of 5% for the rest.

Table IV
PERFORMANCE OF XOR1, XOR2 FOR GENERAL CHANNEL STATISTICS.

relative deviation d from optimal
K1:K2:K3 1:1:1 1:2:3 1:2:5 1:3:4 1:3:5
XOR1 (max) 31.6% 33.3% 32.4% 33.3% 32.9%
XOR1 (avg) 1.5% 1.4% 1.2% 1.5% 1.3%
XOR2 (max) 4.1% 3.6% 3.3% 3.3% 3.2%
XOR2 (avg) 0.004% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.003%
K1:K2:K3 1:3:6 1:4:7 1:5:5 1:5:10 1:1:10
XOR1 (max) 32.7% 32.4% 32.6% 32.4% 30.8%
XOR1 (avg) 1.3% 1.3% 1.4% 1.2% 0.7%
XOR2 (max) 3.1% 2.9% 3.2% 2.4% 1.8%
XOR2 (avg) 0.003% 0.003% 0.003% 0.002% 0.003%

For the case of independent channels with erasure prob-
abilities higher than 8/9, we calculated the maximum XOR2
deviation e from optimal, performing a sweep over all possible
K1 : K2 : K3 ratios. The maximum deviation was computed
as 0.3% for (ε1, ε2, ε3) = (0.98, 0.98, 0.93). Clearly, XOR2
can be considered as a practically capacity achieving algorithm
for independent channels. Furthermore, in all simulated cases
where XOR2 failed to perform optimally, at least one queue
of the form Qjki received no packets during Phase 1, as the
probability εi−εij−εik+ε123 of a packet moving to that queue
was zero. This in turn negated the advantage of combining the
single and double-destination level 3 queues in Phase 3, and
eventually led to suboptimal performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented two XOR-based coding algorithms,
named XOR1 and XOR2, for the 3-user BEC channel with mul-
tiple unicast traffic. The algorithms are based on inter-session
packet combining and careful exploitation of feedback, and
operate on a specially constructed virtual network maintained
by the transmitter, while allowing for instantaneous decoding.
Simulations have shown that both algorithms perform very
well with XOR2 achieving higher throughput at the cost of
greater sophistication. XOR2, in particular, achieves capacity
for the i.i.d. and independent (but not identical) channels with
a maximum erasure probability of 8/9. Future work in this area
could be aimed towards a generalization of the above XOR
algorithms for N > 3 receivers. We note that the notion of
virtual queues and the Basic Coding Rule described in Section
III apply to general N . However, the number of possible
choices for combining packets increases exponentially with
N and it is not clear apriori which of these choices will
lead to better performance. Also, in this work we assumed
that all packets to be transmitted are present in the system at
the beginning of time. In future work it would be interesting
to design policies that assume that the packets arrive in a
stochastic manner.
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